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Mail.Ru Correo de office@fertilityeurope.eu

dom, 6 dic 2015 5:47

Re: Fraud in insemination in Russia
De: office@fertilityeurope.eu
Para: "javier somoza vales" <javsomoza@mail.ru>
Copias: office@fertilityeurope.eu

Dear Mr. Francisco Javier Somoza Vales,
I am really sorry for your bad experience.
Let me introduce myself, I am Kalina Nedelcheva office manager of
Fertility Europe. Ms Karen Goss is a contact person for our Belgian
member. We are not a legal institution and we are not in a situation to
help you in your case. Unfortunately we don't have any member in Russia to
assist you neither.
I can forward your email to ESHRE, but please send me a link where the
hospital advertises that they are ESHRE members.
Regards,
Kalina Nedelcheva
Office manager, Fertility Europe
Tel: +359 (0)877 00 74 64
Email:office@fertilityeurope.eu
Web:fertilityeurope.eu
>
> Good evening Ms. Karen Goss ,
>
> Firstly, I want to thank you for read the reason of my letter and,
> thenÂ set out the facts.
>
> I have been the victim of a scam performed with the consent and
> cooperation of a doctor named Ivanov, Andrei Valentinovich. This doctor is
> the Head of Department of Assisted Reproduction at the Mariinsky Hospital
> in St. Petersburg, in Russian Federation.Â This Hospital is a member of
> ESHRE and as they advertise on their website.
>
> I am enclosing the following documents as a backup to my words:
>  Contracts with the Hospital.
https://e.mail.ru/message/14493772250000000364/?template=printmsg.tmpl
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>
> Firstly, my cryo conservation agreement for a period of one month. If I
> want to extend this period of cryo preservation, I must do it personally
> and expressly.Â In the last two paragraphs of this first document with my
> real signature, the Hospital warns that at the end of the contracted
> period of time, ie one month (the August 26, 2011), if there is no new
> contract, all my sperm samples be destroyed.
>>Secondly, a contract made on November 14, 2011, where an unidentified
>> person in the presence of the doctor and my exwife, makes a signature
>> and gives his conformity to the thawing of a sperm sample that should
>> have been it destroyed on August 26, 2011. In the same contract, in
>> addition to the legal warnings of rigor, permission was granted to make
>> insemination with sperm referred.
>  Graphologist Analysis.
>
> A study by a graphologist expert which shows that in this second contract,
> someone has signed for me faking my signature.
>  Complaint to the Police.
> Complaint to the police in St. Petersburg, accompanied by the evidence,
> requesting an investigation. A few days ago, my lawyer has received the
> response of the police (have waited since July) where euphemistically,
> tell me they are not going to investigate. The Consulate General of Spain
> in St. Petersburg has followed a letter to the Director of the Police, but
> they still refuse to investigate.
>  Letter to Hospital.
>
>>Letter to the Director of the Mariinsky Hospital. In this letter I make a
>> detailed account of the facts and demand explanations. Until today I have
>> not received a response.
>
> I have in my possession other evidence: Notarized copy of my integral
> passport, which shows that I was not in the Russian Federation since July
> 30, 2011, until December 30, 2011. Emails to the AVAPETER clinic,
> requesting information , emails from my ex wife admitting fraudulent use
> of sperm, letters to the Ministries of Health and Justice of the Russian
> Federation requesting an investigation and negative answers any kind of
> research.
>
> I tried by all channels, a communication with the hospital and the doctor.
> In a last desperate attempt, and because I have not received any reply, I
> decided to make public my case by the Forum for the Mariinsky Hospital
> patients. In a week, have visited my demand, more than 1,000 people.Â So
> if I get a response from the doctor, but not very suitable. I am enclosing
> photos of the threats received by the doctor.
>
> I also attached a link to the forum concerned. If you use Google Chrome,
> may translate into English the approximate content of what there exposed.
>
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> http://www.mariin.ru/index.php?p=showforum&fid=1&area=1
>
> Thank you very much for your kind offer. I am looking forward your news.
> Sincerely
>
>
>
> Francisco Javier Somoza Vales
>
>

Kalina Nedelcheva
Office manager, Fertility Europe
Tel: +359 (0)877 00 74 64
Email:office@fertilityeurope.eu
Web:fertilityeurope.eu
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